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ABSTRACT 
 
Unlike the real world, stereoscopic cinemas and display devices have a bordered frame which can unnaturally cut off our 
view, and create conflicting visual cues. These perceptual conflicts can diminish the 3-D effect and cause visual fatigue 
for the audience. Presented is a method to resolve these issues, by developing a controllable articulated 3D border. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
  
For the purposes of this paper, everything that is not part of the image is the proscenium, that is, the surrounding 
darkness framing the projected image. With monoscopic (conventional 2-D) films, the proscenium surrounding the 
image in a darkened cinema appears to be a static flat plane, bordering the image. The movie appears as a rectangular 
image centered on that same flat plane, the screen plane. 
 
In a 3-D movie, the elements within the image are perceived at varying depths, rather than at the screen plane. However, 
the bordering proscenium still remains perceptually located at the screen plane. Since the proscenium no longer shares 
the same perceived depth as the 3-D image elements, there appears to be a rectangular hole in the proscenium, like a 
window through which the audience can look into the movie’s 3-D world. This 3-D viewing window, traditionally 
defined by the enclosing four edges of the image, is known as the Stereo Window.[1] (See Figure 1) 
 
In the prior art this Stereo Window was always fixed at the screen plane, and determined by the frame lines of the film or 
digital field edges.   However, this can result in perceptual conflicts known as “Window Violations” (see Figure 2).  
With a conventional fixed Stereo Window, objects in front of the window can become incongruent when cut-off by the 
window, an unnatural anomaly resulting in visual disturbances, such as retinal rivalry (See Figures 3 & 7-A), the 
apparent compression of depth, unnatural occlusions (see Figure 2), and visual discomfort.   
 
With stereoscopic 3-D films, keeping the proscenium in the same, fixed plane creates visual, technical and artistic 
problems. By putting a black border in the image, you extend the darkness of the proscenium becoming what we are 
calling the virtual proscenium.[3]  The advantage to this is that we can now manipulate the virtual proscenium, since its 
edges are now in our image. This consequently means that the Stereo Window no longer needs to be static, located at the 
screen plane, parallel to the screen plane, rectangular, nor even co-planar. This dynamic manipulation creates what we 
are calling the Dynamic Floating Window (sometimes also called the Animated Floating Window).  This process 
transfers the control of the stereo window out of the realm of incidental film exhibition or the limits of static film 
printing, and into the realm of the filmmakers, even enabling it to be directed as part of the storytelling. 
 
The Dynamic Floating Window technology actually makes the stereo window less obvious by greatly reducing, or often 
completely eliminating, these common display presentation induced artifacts.  The audience is no longer consciously 
aware of it within the stereoscopic space, since it is better integrated with the scene, due to its correspondingly dynamic 
nature. Moreover, the Dynamic Floating Window technology introduces a very useful new element of spatial grammar 
into the visual language of 3-D content creation to creative stereoscopic storytellers. 
 
The Dynamic Floating Window is a technology used in stereoscopic film & video productions, which dynamically alters 
the position, orientation, and shape of the virtual proscenium and the resulting stereo window, dynamically, in three-
dimensional space. This system, as explained below eliminates those previous unnatural perceptual anomalies and 
creates new artistic opportunities. 
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FIGURE 1. The black proscenium border surrounding the movie screen image separates the movie’s space from the audience’s theater 
space. In a stereoscopic 3-D movie, this proscenium appears to form a window, through which the audience views the movie. 
 
 

 
FIGURE 2. Window Violation - Previously, conflicting perceptual depth cues have been troublesomely common, simply by having an 
object in front of the screen at the edge of frame. The foreground man is clipped by the edge of the image, which to your brain 
suggests that he is blocked by the proscenium (and therefore is perceived to be behind it, via Occlusion). Yet, stereoscopically, he is in 
front of it. Viewer discomfort can result. This conflict is called “Occlusion vs. Stereopsis” and often diminishes the 3-D effect. 

2. OBJECTIVES 
  
A solution is sought which meets four key criteria:   
  (1) Remove Occlusion vs. Stereopsis visual conflicts, directly caused by "Window Violations". 
  (2) Offer control to minimize rivalry artifacts in the "Retinal Rivalry Zones". (See Figure 3) 
  (3) Solution must be fairly "invisible" to the audience -- neither immediately apparent nor distracting to the audience. 
  (4) The solution should be controllable by the filmmakers, so that rather than the Window being  
 at odds with the filmmaker's intent, it can support their storytelling.     
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FIGURE 3. Retinal Rival Zones – The grey areas in this diagram represent areas in the scene which can be seen by only one camera 
(Left or Right), and therefore will be seen by the viewer in only one eye, not both eyes. The foreground man is standing in a negative 
parallax Retinal Rivalry Zone. The street light, in the background, is standing in a positive parallax Retinal Rivalry Zone. The 
resulting 3-D image is difficult to fuse in binocular vision, both because of the sparseness of parallax cues resulting from these zones, 
and the rivalry within the visual pathways as to which conflicting eye’s view is more valid. If these zones contain any areas of high 
contrast, the resulting retinal rivalry can become an unnatural (and often annoying) distraction to the Audience. 
 

3. WINDOW VIOLATIONS 
  
Window Violations create two distinct types of perceptual conflicts. The first conflict shall be referred to in this paper as 
“Occlusion vs. Stereopsis”. The other significant perceptual conflict is Retinal Rivalry, which often is a stronger conflict 
for 3-D movies, since it wipes out all the associated stereoscopic parallax cues. 
 
Occlusion vs. Stereopsis is a conflict caused when two different visual detectors in the visual pathway, one tuned to the 
Occlusion cues and the other to Stereoscopic cues, each encounter opposing visual cues. In the real world, these two 
depth cues are usually in agreement. However, during a Window Violation, a false occlusion cue is erroneously 
introduced as an artifact of the display’s proscenium (see Figure 2).  
 
Retinal Rivalry results when each eye’s retina receives significantly mismatched stimuli. As each eye’s visual receptor 
adapts (gets tired), the rivalrous receptor dominates, and visa-versa. The resulting perception alternates over time 
between what one eye sees to what the other eye sees. This mismatched stimuli to each eye’s retina, and the distracting 
flipping from one perception to another, which results, is known as Retinal Rivalry. The presence of the Stereo Window 
directly results in pre-determined zones that are prone to introducing such mismatched stimuli -- these zones are referred 
to in this paper as “Retinal Rivalry Zones” (see Figure 3).  
 
Often, attempts to resolve Occlusion vs. Stereopsis conflicts can result in the offending stimuli being pushed into a 
Retinal Rivalry Zone, thus increasing the Retinal Rivalry conflicts. 
 

4. PREVIOUS WORK 
 
Since the mid-20th century, still 3-D photography has used a technique now known as a Floating Window. By placing a 
black framing border around a stereogram, which is slightly offset to the Right in the Left image and offset to the Left in 
the Right image, the border can be made to appear to hover, or Float, in front of the stereo card, when viewed through a 
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stereoscope. This technique had evolved from the use of earlier stereoeview card mounts, popular since the mid-19th 
century, which had a hard mask (often cardboard) positioned over the 3-D imagery. These provided clean borders to the 
Stereo Window, and occasionally had vignettes & 3-D effects, both intentionally and unintentionally. 
 
During the early 1950’s, many filmmakers were experimenting with using masks in the film printing process, to alter the 
film images’ borders. This led to wide-screen film releases, such as the “The Robe”, in 1954. Prior to anamorphic wide-
screen, this was implemented with a static mask. 
 

 
 
FIGURE 4-A. This top view diagram illustrates how all scenes in a 3-D movie have areas which can only be seen in one eye (or 
camera), but can not seen in both eyes. These Retinal Rivalry Zones are shown above in grey. Any objects or characters positioned in 
these zones will both lack stereoscopic depth cues, and cause perceptual confusion as to which eye’s view is most valid, a conflict 
known as Retinal Rivalry. 

 

 
 
FIGURE 4-B. These Retinal Rivalry Zones are dramatically increased by a Static Floating Window, which must be placed at the 
nearest window violation of the movie. 
 
In 1952, at the start of the 1950's 3-D movie boom, Spottiswoode applied this static Floating Window technique to a 
short film, called "The Black Swan". [5] This was implemented as a static mask, which was exposed onto the film during 
the printing process.[1] It was the first time that a 3-D vignette effect was implemented as part of the film printing 
process. This relocated the stereo window to a fixed position, parallel to the screen plane, far out into the theater – 
motivating the name, ‘Floating Window’. 
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However, unlike still 3-D photos, the 3-D objects move in depth throughout a 3-D movie, so Spottiswoode implemented 
the border mask over "The Black Swan" film, to position the Floating Window to the maximum negative parallax 
(furthest position into the theater) that would account for all possible Window Violations through the movie. While, 
Spottiswoode proved that this still 3-D photographic trick could be applied to a motion picture to prevent Window 
Violations, it also showed that this still 3-D photographic technique was inappropriate for motion pictures in several 
other important ways. To prevent all the Window Violations throughout the movie, the Floating Window needed to have 
a very large negative parallax, which directly resulted in both a smaller image and greatly increased Retinal Rivalry 
Zones.  (See Figure 4-B) 
 
Because these Floating Windows sat fixed, quite far out into the audience, they visibly appeared as a noticeable stylistic 
choice of framing to the audience. While this technique supported Spottiswoode's artistic vision of separation between 
the movie world and the audience world, many other filmmakers did not share that choice artistically, and the technique 
offered little control for them to express their own storytelling choices.  
 
This Static Floating Window technique only satisfied one of the four criteria, listed above in the Objectives. While "The 
Black Swan" and Spottiswoode's static Floating Window implementation was considered a curious novelty, and was 
later included in a set of 3-D shorts [5] which helped launch the 1950's boom in mainstream 3-D filmmaking, the Static 
Floating Window technique was passed up by the 3-D filmmakers. Although it became popular for 3-D still photos, the 
Static Floating Window was abandoned for use in moving pictures, and it was not to be used again in a theatrically 
released film for the next 50 years. 
 
In 1985, at Boston University's University Professors Program (UNI) the dynamic floating window effects were first 
applied to computer  animations.[8] In 1987, these dynamic window animations were publicly displayed in a computer art 
& animation exhibit in the GSU building of Boston University. [4]  
 
In 2005, near the end of production cycle of “Chicken Little”, in Disney Digital 3-D, the author proposed the use of 
floating windows on Disney’s next 3-D feature film release [9] and was subsequently tasked by executives to propose and 
investigate a stereoscopic strategy to do so. Proposed was the use of Dynamic Floating Windows for “Meet the 
Robinsons” and all future original Disney Digital 3-D content; and the revival of the Spottiswoode Static Floating 
Window (but in a much reduced form) to aid in the adapting of Disney’s previous 3-D film content (such as it’s 1950’s 
shorts) for the new Disney Digital 3-D projection. 
 
Early in 2006, when "Meet the Robinsons" became a stereoscopic 3-D movie, the author first introduced for a feature 
film the Dynamic Floating Window to resolve the Window Violations, while minimizing the Retinal Rivalry Zone 
artifacts.[6]  Introducing a rotated floating window, in which the window was not floated out  parallel to the screen plane, 
but instead rotating the window out to float on one side but not the other. [10] And, eventually introducing windows 
whose parallax was animated during the shot, rotating windows, windows which tilted back or forward around the X 
axis, and finally non planar windows.  Roughly, over half of the shots in "Meet the Robinsons" used Dynamic Floating 
Windows.   
 

5. DYNAMIC FLOATING WINDOWS 
 
The primary thrust of the Dynamic Floating Window (DFW) invention is that filmmakers can dynamically control the 
position, shape, and orientation of the virtual proscenium through manipulation of the image border mask(s). In CGI and 
3-D compositing systems, this can be intuitively manipulated directly through the viewer window by manipulators. 
 
When the idea was first proposed that the stereo window could jump around dynamically, animated during shots, made 
non-parallel to the screen, and even made to be non-planar, I was unanimously met with great opposition. Filmmakers 
thought it would be too distracting to watch, and worried that the audience might leave the theater annoyed. But, in fact, 
it was the dynamic nature of the Dynamic Floating Windows which made them invisible. – In the same way that editing 
on an action makes an "Invisible Edit", animating the DFW dynamically on an action makes the Dynamic Floating 
Window’s manipulation invisible to the audience. When properly used, it is the intrinsically dynamic nature of the 
Dynamic Floating Window that allows it to be “felt”, without the audience becoming consciously aware of it’s existence. 
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This not only allows a number of features, but also solves several important problems.   We can use this Dynamic 
Floating Window (DFW) technique to remove the cause of window violations.   By moving the virtual proscenium 
forward to match or be in front of the object that is causing the window violation, we eliminate the window violation, 
without increasing the size of the Retinal Rivalry Zones. (See figure 5)  
 

 
FIGURE 5-A. The object in the movie is located in front of the screen/proscenium. This is a common “Window Violation” situation, 
which partially deflates the 3-D depth effect. 
 
FIGURE 5-B. Here, the virtual proscenium is rotated to a position in front of the object (on the Left side of the image), without 
increasing Retinal Rivalry Zone on the other (Right) side of the image. The fatigue and diminished depth perceptions are thus avoided. 
This rotation is implemented by applying the mask to the stereo pair, seen above. For moving objects, this mask is animated by 
keyable parameters. (See Figure 6 for examples from actual movie frames). 
 
If the object is moving, this virtual proscenium may be correspondingly moved, updated, or actively animated over a 
range of frames to continuously prevent the violation. This is an advantage to a fully articulated approach, which is 
critical for the dynamic nature of motion pictures, but was not an issue in static photography.  (See Figure 6) 
 
If there is a substantial window violation on only one side of the image, the virtual proscenium may be rotated to 
position that side of itself in front of the violating object.  (See Figure 6)  This rotation of the virtual proscenium may 
also be animated during the shot or the scene.  This rotation alters the virtual proscenium (and stereo window) to be non-
parallel to the screen plane, for the first time in motion pictures. 
 
By keeping the window snug to the front of the moving object, the retinal rivalry onto that object can be greatly 
minimized or completely eliminated. This is because there is no retinal rivalry at the Pinch Points in the Retinal Rivalry 
Zone, which are defined by each of the window’s side edges. For Static Floating Windows, these zero-rivalry pinch 
points go unutilized, because they are arbitrarily located, usually in empty space. (See Figure 4-B) The Dynamic Floating 
Window’s primary advantage is that it optimizes use of these pinch points. (See Figure 7-B) 
 
In the same way that moving/rotating the Dynamic Floating Window forward removes window violations, moving it 
back, minimizes or removes retinal rivalry at the edges of the image. (See figures 7-B & 7-C) The stereo window was 
placed behind the screen plane for the first time in a motion picture, by the author for Disney’s Meet The Robinsons. 
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FIGURE 6. As the Time Machine, from Disney’s “Meet the Robinsons”, gets pushed in front of the screen, for the first time in a 3-D 
feature film, there are no Window Violation artifacts. If you look closely, you will see the thin black masked areas along the left and 
right edges of the images. These masks both dynamically rotated and repositioned in depth the virtual proscenium, to stay snuggly in 
front of the Time Machine during it’s animation. While the articulation of the Dynamic Floating Window prevented Retinal Rivalry, 
Window Violations, and visual fatigue, it did so without the audience being aware of the technique.  © Disney Enterprises, Inc. 
 

 
FIGURE 7-A. (Before) High contrast objects seen at the edge of the image of one eye, but not the other. Stereoscopic information can 
not be obtained by the brain, in this case. This causes an extremely distracting perceptual artifact, called “Retinal Rivalry”. 
 

 
FIGURE 7-B. (After) By applying a Dynamic Floating Window, the virtual proscenium can be dynamically rotated back, and even 
animated during a panning shot, to close depth gap behind the screen. This equalizes the stereo view, and can minimize or eliminate 
Retinal Rivalry artifacts near the edges of the screen. 

 
FIGURE 7-C. (After) The effect is that the proscenium appears to be rotated slightly. This goes unnoticed by the audience. 
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FIGURE 8-A. The Dynamic Floating Window may have borders at the top and/or bottom, which may even animate On/Off during an 
action in the scene. When any object is composited over top the DFW mask, so as to occlude it’s virtual proscenium borders, it can 
have an extremely powerful 3-D effect. It can appear to the audience as if the object has extended beyond the boundaries of the 
movie’s projection frustrum, and crossed into the theater itself. This can strengthen an action story beat, and heighten the sense of 
danger in a scene. [3] 
 

 
FIGURE 8-B. In 2008, this technique was implement by Gardner for Steve Gibson’s  3-D sci-fi comedy Jumpin’ Jack Slash, an indie 
feature film. The DFW masks at the top and bottom edges were implemented as a dynamic element, and would appear just in the 
scenes in which they were needed for dramatic effect, without impacting the other scenes of the film.  © Deep Vision 3D, 2008. All 
rights reserved. 
 
The virtual proscenium may even be warped or curved into non-rectangular and non-planar configurations. Also, by 
placing objects in front of the top and/or bottom border of the virtual proscenium, such that they occlude it, the 3-D 
effect can be strengthened. This makes the object appear to exit the projector’s frustum and come completely out of the 
screen content, into the theater (see Figures 8-A & 8-B). In 2008, this was indicated in an Academy paper [3] and 
implemented for a sci-fi comedy film, “Jumpin’ Jack Slash”.  
 
For G-Force (2009), Rob Engle independently implemented this same technique, referring to it as Breaking The Mask. A 
static letterbox mask was applied over the entire film, and objects were composited over that static mask when needed, 
for effect.  
 
The virtual proscenium may also be tilted in any direction.   For example if a window violation occurs at the top of the 
screen, such as an overhanging balcony, the top of the virtual proscenium may be tilted forward. (See Figures 9-A & 9-B, 
for a dramatic use of a tilted window). 
 
Because we now can dynamically manipulate the proscenium to match the dynamics in the scene, this makes this 
manipulation perceptually invisible to the viewer, allowing this to be non-distracting.   
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FIGURE 9-A. Tilting the virtual proscenium back, placing the top of it behind the screen plane, can be used to heighten the sense of 
impending danger in a scene. The Dynamic Floating Window offers many powerful, new, cinematic storytelling opportunities.  
 

 
FIGURE 9-B. Tilted DFW, first introduced by Gardner for dramatic purposes, in this shot from Meet The Robinsons. Depicted is the 
Memory Scanner prop, moments before it breaks apart and wreaks destruction. This adds to 3-D film semantics a new visual 
technique, which is grammatically similar to a 2-D Dutch Tilt.  © Disney Enterprises, Inc. 
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The success of 3-D is in it’s ability to tell a story well. [7] Even when there are no stereoscopic artifacts to be cured, the 
Dynamic Floating Window may be used to effect the Audience’s perceptions and emotional involvement in the scene. 
The DFW visually defines the demarcation between the “audience space” and the “movie space”.  In real life, we’ve 
learned that Windows protect us from many things, such as weather, bugs, many approaching objects, and wild animals; 
while, objects on our side of a window can more easily effect us more strongly – ranging from doing us physical or 
emotional harm, to family bonding moments or romantic encounters. The Stereo Window has inherent visual meaning. 
By Dynamically controlling the Stereo Window, we can manipulate the perception and emotional intensity of  a story’s 
moments – it’s Story Beats.  To make a moment feel “safer”, we can position the DFW in front of the other elements. 
Alternatively, characters and objects on the Audience’s side of the Stereo Window can often have a stronger emotional 
impact on the Audience. For example, you can increase the sense of impending danger in a scene by tilting the top of the 
Dynamic Floating Window back, so as to place the threat into the audience’s space and make it appear more looming. [6] 
(See Figures 9-A & 9-B) 
 
This took the DFW technique beyond just curing stereoscopic artifacts, enabling it to achieve a wide range of cinematic, 
creative, and artistic uses.  These previously had no corresponding opportunities.   The invention of the Dynamic 
Floating Window has introduced and opened up a new element in the visual language of film, which had previously not 
existed in any form, offering the three dimensional manipulation of the stereo window as a storytelling tool. This 
introduces what I’ll herein refer to as the Spatial Language of movies. 
 

6. HOW IT IS APPLIED 
 
Since many of the illustrations in this paper were initially drawn free-hand with a pencil, it should be obvious that the 
Dynamic Floating Window’s primary achievement is as a new grammatical element in the spatial language of 
moviemaking, and it is not confined by any one technical implementation, but rather a class of methods. Over the years 
since my first implementation of the DFW, I have re-implemented this innovation in a wide variety of technologies, from 
object-based programming techniques implemented in LISP, to C/C++ programs, to macros in Shake, to Maya geometry 
configured through MEL scripts and interlinked Expressions, to 3D composites in Motion, to FxPlugins in Final Cut Pro, 
to hand-drawing them in traditional animations, and even to physically holding up black flags in front of live-action 
cameras. But, the heart of these implementations remains similar. 
 
By placing border mask(s) on the left-eye view image and the right-eye view image, which can be altered to create 
horizontal disparities but not vertical disparities in the resulting images, an adjustable Dynamic Floating Window is 
created.  The visual impression of this virtual proscenium is made to vary by changing the relative lateral positions, 
and/or angles of the left and right edges (and top and Bottom edges) of these mask(s).  
 
In recent years, with the fast adoption of Dynamic Floating Windows by the film making community, two common 
implementations have emerged, which seem to fulfill the minimal requirements. One is a 2-D solution, commonly used 
is compositing environments. The other is a 3-D solution, commonly used in computer animation and visual effects 
environments.  In each, you implement the dynamic matte object(s) by setting and animating a small set of parametric 
widths to control the Dynamic Floating Window object(s).  These can be altered from shot to shot, and / or animated 
during a shot. 
 
Starting with a vertical straight black border, which masks off the sides of the image slightly, if you mask off the left 
edge of the left-eye image, and the right edge of the right-eye image, you effectively float the virtual proscenium towards 
the audience, repositioning the stereo window to afford a greater depth real-estate, or avoid stereo window induced 
artifacts.  Conversely, if you mask off the right edge of the left-eye image, and the left edge of the right-eye image, you 
effectively push the virtual proscenium behind the screen, reducing the positive parallax Retinal Rivalry Zone and 
creatively increasing the emotional “danger” of any objects which are subsequently repositioned in front of the resulting 
stereo window.  By animating those border widths in unison, you dynamically move the stereo window in depth. 
 
By varying the width of these vertical borders independently, you can dynamically rotate the DFW around the Y-axis, or 
an anchor point parallel to the Y-axis.  If you put borders on both sides of both images, and vary their widths 
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independently, you can rotate and move the DFW at the same time. (See Figure 6)  By not varying one side, the DFW 
will rotate, anchored to that side’s DFW edge. (See Figure 5-B) 
 
These vertical borders do not have to be an even width. By placing a border on both sides of both eye-view images, and 
angling the vertical edge, this effects a tilting back or forward of the virtual proscenium.  (See Figures 9-A & 9-B)  By 
curving that vertical edge, you can curve the proscenium in depth. 
 
Similarly, altering the top and bottom masks can enable the opportunity to Break The Mask, for increased 3-D effects. 
(See Figure 8) Given a four corner specification for each eye, you can manipulate the DFW to simultaneously reposition, 
re-orient, change aspect ratio, and Break The Mask. 
 
Currently, only the quadrilateral DFWs are popular in 3D feature movies. This means that a DFW can be economically 
and reasonably defined parametrically by specifying 4 points, each of 3 components. These are (XL, XR, Y) points, 
defining the Upper Left, Lower Left, Upper Right, and Lower Right DFW corners. 
 
When the left-eye image and the right-eye image are co-projected onto the screen, the horizontal displacement of any 
object in the left-eye image and that same object in the right-eye image is called screen parallax. Screen parallax directly 
translates into depth relative to the screen plane.  Objects of equal parallax are at equal positions in depth. 
 
If the parallax of the DFW is animated to match the screen parallax of the object that is violating the window, it will both 
cure the Window Violation and the associated Retinal Rivalry artifacts. Even when no Window Violation is present, 
often, Retinal Rivalry at the screen edges may be cured in a similar fashion. When keyed to match the action, this 
articulated Stereo Window dynamics can optimize the use of the Pinch Points of the Retinal Rivalry Zones. This allows 
the application of the DFW to become “invisible” to the viewer. 
 

7. FUTURE DIRECTIONS 
 
Floating Window masks have often been “burned-in” to the image of the 3-D version of a 3-D movie. This has 
sometimes required that there be separate 2-D and 3-D versions of the same movie, at some point in the content’s 
workflow. This has raised issues in the creation, distribution, and transmission of 3-D media. This is very similar to the 
issues for closed captioning (subtitles, which decades ago were also burned-in), especially of 3-D movies, and those 
evolving solutions. 
 
The current trend is to determine the artistic composition of the DFW mask as early as possible, but to delay the actual 
application (compositing) of the Dynamic Floating Window masks until as late in the process as possible. This means 
that there is an effort, even in the  CGI 3D implementations, to have the manipulation mechanisms output parameters 
(rather than masking renders), which can be used to generate the masks on the fly during the most post compositing 
phase possible. It is quite possible, that in the future, this could be pushed into the metadata of the content transport and 
into display mechanism. In other words, in the future, the DFW parameters could become standardized and transmitted 
as metadata accompanying the picture stream, included in the cable, satellite, DVD, Blu-ray, internet media streams, or 
even the digital cinema protocols. 
 
This metadata could then be optionally interpreted by the display device (e.g. digital cinema projection system, HDTV, 
cable set-top boxes, internet media player software, and/or graphics cards). This would allow 3-D content to have one 
eye’s image stream be used as the 2-D version of the content, without being impeded by any burned-in DFW window 
masks, which is currently an issue for content creators. Indeed, it is quite possible that a set of metadata will be 
standardized, which advises the display device the ways in which the content should be mapped to specific classes of 
devices, including 2-D vs 3-D, maskings, crops, pan/scans, and so forth.  
 
Since DFWs can often be in a majority of the movie’s footage, a parametric metadata solution is far more bandwidth 
effective than having separate 2D and 3D versions both transmitted on the media. Also, Breaking-the-Mask effects will 
probably continue to “burn-in” just the overlapped mask edge (often Bottom or Top edge) into the content, though this 
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may typically be artistically appropriate for both versions. So, this metadata solution is likely to be both appropriate, 
bandwidth economic, and cost-effective for the majority of the 3-D content. 
 

8. CONCLUSION 
 
While digital cinema projection has improved image alignment during stereoscopic 3-D exhibition, it has not solved any 
artifacts in stereoscopic 3-D production.  Production has suffered from three major problems: stereo window violation, 
retinal rivalry at the image edges, and insufficient depth range.  Additionally, the stereo window has been a visual 
element in every 3-D film, and even in many other 3-D media, but previously unavailable for creative or 3-D 
storytelling[7] purposes by the Director or Stereographer during content production. The articulated Dynamic Floating 
Window invention [3] successfully addresses all of these problems. 
 
Even when there are no stereoscopic artifacts to be cured, the Dynamic Floating Window may be used to intensify the 
audience’s emotional involvement in the scene, under directorial control.  This takes the technique beyond just curing 
stereoscopic artifacts, and opens up the technical achievement to enable a wide range of cinematic, spatial, creative, and 
artistic uses.  These previously had no corresponding opportunities. The Dynamic Floating Window invention has 
introduced and opened up a new semantic element in the new spatial grammar of movies, which had previously not 
existed in any form, adding three dimensional manipulation of a controllable, directable, articulated stereo window to the 
Spatial Language of Movies. 
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